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For nowhere dense closed subspaces S of X and T of Y, when does S sit in X the same way T 
sits in Y? We introduce environments to give a possible answer: when S and 7” have isomorphic 
environments. (S has an environment in X if X is metrizable, but not in general.) 
For metrizable S and T we show that having isomorphic environments in suitable enlargements 
is equivalent o the existence of a (metrizable) space which admits perfect maps onto X and Y. 
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1. Introduction 
Part A: Homeomorphic complements and perfect equivalence 
If S is closed in X and T is closed in Y, when does S sit in X the same way T 
sits in Y? In the special case X and Y are I”, the Hilbert cube, one answer is given 
by Chapman’s Complement Theorem [ 11: 
Theorem 1.0. For Z-seis S and T in I o the following are equivalent r 
(a) f4”\S and I”\T ure homeomorphic, and 
(b) S and T have the same shape. 
(All one has to known to appreciate this is that the Z-sets of I w are a certain collection 
of nowhere dense closed sets such that every compact met&able space embeds in I” 
as a Z-set, and that having the same shape is weaker than being homeomorphic.) 
We will give other answers. For X and Y we will admit more general spaces than 
lo. Also, we will not try to generalize the condition that S and T are Z-sets; we 
only require S and T to be nowhere dense closed subsets of X and Y, respectively. 
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(The condition that S and T be nowhere dense is essential, because X\S and 
Y\ T do nr?t contain any information about int,\S and int J.) 
Let us first look at condition (a) of Chapman’s Complement Theorem. We point 
out that in general one cannot expect any information about S and T just from 
knowing that X\S and Y\T are homeomorphic, for two reasons: 
Reason 1: If A is just any subset of S, then A is nowhere dense and closed in 
the subspaci: (X\S)u A of X. 
Our remedy is to observe that in the special case that x and Y are compact (like in 
Chapman’s Complement Theorem), if h is a homeomorphism x\S-+ Y\ T, then 
(1) (VA c X\S)[ A is closed in X @ h-A is closed in Y], or equivalently, 
(2) (VU c X\S)[ S u U is a neighborhood of S in X r-1 Tu h + U is a neighbor- 
hood of T in Y]. 
So we will require homeomorphisms h : X\S+ Y\ T to satisfy ( I), or, equivalently, 
(2). Note that the condition that there be a homeomorphism h : X\S+ Y\ T such 
that (2) holds is a reasonable way to make precise the statement hat S sits in X 
the same way T sits in Y. 
Reason 2: Let S be any nowhere dense closed subset of any space X. There are 
a space Y and a nowhere dense closed subset T of Y such that there is a 
homeomorphism h : X/S-* Y/ T satisfying (2), yet T is a singleton. Indeed, let Y 
be the quotient X/S, let T be {A} and let h be ids,+ . 
Note that in this example Y will inherit many nice properties of X since the 
quotient map X + Y( =X/S) is closed. 
Our remedy will be to require that both X and Y are metrizable. 
Of course, since our way to make precise the extrinsic statement hat S sits in X 
the same way T sits in Y is so much weaker than the statement hat S and T are 
Z-sets of J’” with homeomorphic complements, our intrinsic condition on S and T 
also is much weaker than that S and T have the same shape; our condition is that 
S and T are perfictlv equiuulenf: we call two spaces X and Y perfectly equivalent t 
if 
(A) X has 9, for every perfect property 9. (Recall that a topological property 
9 is called perfect if for every two spaces X and Y, if Y is a perfect image of X 
then X has 9 iff Y has 9.) 
It is easy to see (A) is equivalent to: 
(B) For some n E o there is an indexed collection (Sk: k s n) of spaces such that 
So = X and S,, = Y and such that for each k < n one of Sx, and Sk t I is a perfect 
image of the other. 
It is not hard to see that this is equivalent to the following, which will be our 
official definition: 
Definition 1.1. We call two spaces X and Y perjkd\~ eyuiodent if they have a 
common perfect prehage, i.e., if there is a space which-admits perfect maps onto X 
and Y. 
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(Perfect equivalence is reminiscent of coabsoluteness: two spaces X and Y are 
called coabsolute if there is a space that admits perfect irreducible maps onto X 
and onto Y. Note that, for example, X is perfectly equivalent to iV iff X is 
homeomorphic to N.) 
We have the following analogue of Chapman’s Complement Theorem: 
Theorem 1.2. For metrizable spaces S and T the following are equivalent: 
(a ) there are metrizable spaces X and Y such that 
( 1) S is a nowhere dense closed subset of X, 
(2) T is a nowhere dense closed subset df Y, and 
(3) there is a homeomorphism h : X\S‘+ Y\ T such that (VAc_ X\S)[A is 
closed in X [ff h + A is closed in Y], and 
(b) S and T are perfectll? equivalent. . I 
Part B: Environments and pecfect equivalence 
In part A we gave one answer to the question: If S is closed in X and if T is 
closed in Y, when does S sit in X the same way T sits in Y? In this section we 
give a more abstract answer, which does not require X\S and Y\ T to be homeomor- 
phic. We discovered this answer when we tried to prove that up to homeomorphism 
there is only one space UJ such that there is a closed map from Q, the rationals, 
onto U every fiber of which is nowhere dense and crowded (=no isolated points). 
In order to explain the answer let us look at a simpler example, the fact that up 
to homeomorphism there is only one countable crowded first countable regular 
space; Q, the rationals, shows that there is such a space. Given any two such spaces, 
X and Y, how does one prove X ==: Y? One can construct a bijection h : X + Y in 
w steps as follows: 
.At stage 0 one picks x E X and _V E Y, and decides h(x) = y. Moreover, one chooses 
strictly decreasing neighborhood bases (&: n E w) for x in X and (B,,: n E w) for y 
in Y consisting of clopen sets such that A,, = X and B,, = Y. one now guarantees 
that h will be bicontinuous at x by making the commitment hat h map the ring 
U,, = A,,\A,,+I to the ring V,, = B,,\B,,+,, for n E w. 
At later stages one does with earlier rings what one did at stage 0 with X and Y. 
One can keep earlier commitments because new rings always lie inside earher rings. 
Since X and Y are countable it is a matter of simple bookkeeping to make sure 
that after o stages h is a bijection X + Y. 
Let us look closer at stage 0. As always, the flood of indices obscures the heart 
of the proof, so let us give an index-free description of stage 0. Let % denote the 
collection of rings for x and let T denote the collection of rings for y. Our index-free 
commitment at stage 0 is that there be a bijection @: 4?4 +‘V such that 11 maps u 
to @( U) for u E %. We now make the critical observation that the “real” reason 
that this guarantees that h will be continuous at x and that 11 ’ will be continuous 
at y is not that 
({x} u IJ&: .d cofinite in 07r) is a neighbourhood base at s in X 
base at y in Y, 
call disjoint environment *for S 
such that S has arbitrarily 
“* and we will often omit “in X” whenever 
nei oodofSinX e 
borhood of T in Y]. 
km there is only one countable first countable 
countable crom*ded regular spaces. If 
-Y aad y have isomorphic disjoint environments], 
d when we tried to use this observation to prove the 
mentioned above. 
f X has a disjoint environment, then S has arbitrarily 
ds (in particular, S is closed). This necessary condition 
ent. A simple manageable sufficient condition is given by: 
et&able and let S be a closed subset X. If X\S is strongly 
as a disjoint environment in X. 
utfine). Let d be a metric for X. It is not difficult to see that 
nt clopen cover 9 of X\S such that, if U,, E % and d ( U,,, S) --* 0 as 
iamc( UN) + 0. Then % is a disjoint environment for S in X. Cl 
ave had some time to absorb the definition of disjoint environments, 
for the general definition. First we introduce notation: For 071 a
ion of subsets of a set X and for A c X we define the star St(A, Ou) of A 
to be 
t(A, ?=AwU{UEW UnA#fl}. 
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(One usually defines St(A, 9) only if % covers X, and then defines 
St(A,%)=U(U&: UnA#V)}, 
so our definition agrees with the usual definition.) 
Also, recall that a cover % of a set X is called irreducible if no proper subcollection 
of % covers X. 
Definitions 1.6. Let S be a subset of a space X. We call environment for S in X any 
locally finite (in X\S) irreducible open (in X) cover % of X\S such that S has 
arbitrarily small neighborhoods of the form St( V, &) with V a neighborhood of S. 
We call environment % for S in X and y for T in Y isomorphic if there is a 
bijection Qi: % + y such that 
(VL(;dr %)[SuUd is a neighborhood of S in X e 
TuU@‘.d is a neighborhood of T in Y]. 
Fact 1.5 easily generalizes as follows: 
Fact 1.7. Every closed set in every metrizable space has an environment. 
Environments also behave well with respect o closed maps. 
Isomorphism Lemma 1.8. Let ,f’ be a closed map jiwm a regular space X onto Y. Let 
T be Q closed subset of Y, and let S =.I’- T. 
(a) Every environment of T is isomorphic to some environment of S. 
(b) [f Y\ T is paracompact and lf j’ * ( v) I is nowhere dense in X ,)‘i~r eoerv )’ E Y \ r . . 
then every environment of S is isomorphic to some environment of T, 
From Fact I .7 and Isomorphism Lemma I .8 WC SW that if 1’ is a LaSncv space, ix., 
if Y is a closed image of a metriaablc spasc, then every closed subset of 1’ has an cn- 
vironmcnt. However, there arc very nice spaces x such that not cvc~y closed sths~t d 
.Y has an environment. 
Example 1.9. There is a regular quotient space X of a countable locally compact 
metrizable space, and a point p in X such that F has no environment in X, 
Proof. Let Y be the topological sum of countably many conv 
(including limit points) Y,,, 11 s O, and let X be the quotient spa 
by identifying, for n > 0, then nab term of Y,, with the limit point of Y,,. (The space 
X is also known as Arens space S2. A space is sequential but not Fr&chct ifV it 
contains a copy of & .) 
Let W: Y -) X be the quotient map, and let p be the ima 
point of Y,,. Let p,, be the image under w of the nth term 
locally finite open cover of X\( ~1. Pick points x,, G st( p,,, 
Then X\(x,,: n ood of 6) thut &9cs nod 
neighborhood no ~r~v~~~~t~~~~~r~t in X8 
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We can generalize Theorem 1.2 as follows: 
Environment Theorem 1.10. For metrizable spaces S and T the following are equiualent : 
(a) S and T are perfectly equivalent; 
(b) there are metrizable spaces X and Y such that S and T embed as nowhere dense 
closed subsets in X and in Y respectively9 such that there is a homeomorphism 
h : X\S + Y\ T such that 
(VAc_ X\S)[A is closed in X \S if h + A is closed in Y\ T]; 
(c) there are rvetrizable spaces X and Y such that S and T embed as nowhere dense 
closed subsets in X and in Y respectively, such that every environment for S in X is 
isomorphic to an environment for T in Y and vice versa; and 
(d) there are metrizable spaces X and Y such that S and T embed as nowhere dense 
closed subsets in X and in Y respectiuely, such that some environment for S in X is 
isomorphic to some environment for T in Y. 
The following simple example answers obvious questions suggested by Lemma 
1.8 and Theorem 1.10: 
Example 11.11. There are metrizable spaces X and Y, there is a closed map f from 
X onto Y, and there is T c Y such that if S =.f* T then S has an environment hat 
is not isomorphic to any environment of T. (Moreover, S is nowhere dense in X 
and T is nowhere dense in Y.) 
Proof. Let X be the rationals with all points except 0 isolated, and 0 having its 
usual Euclidean neighborhoods. Let lo = X, and for n > 0, let I,, = {q E X: ]ql< l/n}. 
Let Y be the quotient space of X obtained by identifying I,,\&,+, to a single point 
p,,. The quotient map f : X + Y is closed, and Y = {f (0)) u ( p,, : n < o) is a convergent 
sequence with limit point f (0). Let S = (0) and T = {f (0)). 
Now % = {{x}: x E X \(O}} is an environment for S in X. Let ‘V be an environment 
for T in Y, and suppose Qz: % + V is an isomorphism. Let ~2 = {(x): x E I,}. Then 
Tu UW& must be a neighborhood of T in Y, hence @‘ti covers all but finitely 
many points of Y. But %\s4 is infinite, and so it is impossible for V= (@V) u 
@‘( %\.d) to be irreducible. Hence ‘V cannot be isomorphic to % Cl 
2. Lifting up environments 
The following generalization of part (a) of the Isomorphism Lemma will be used 
in the proof of the Environment Theorem. 
LiftBng Lemma 2.1. Let S be a closed subset of X, and let T be a closed subset of Y. 
Assume there is a map h : X \S --) Y \ T s~clt fhaf 
X\S)[A closed in X k -*A closed in Y], and 
Y \ T) [ 8 1’1f~.S6J&~ in Y Ii ‘“- iI clm-asi in X 1, 
( In particular, (f T has an striranment in Y”, then S hias 
Proof. Given ‘I ; let 9 be the obvious open cover of X\S, i.e., 
=k’yz+‘V: V 
Note that ti clearly is irreducible since r’ is, and that the obvious function 
i.e., 
@=((U, V}E itl(x Y: U = h”- V), 
is a bijection % + 1’1 
To prove % is an environment for S in X consider any 
in X. Then k + F is closed in I’. because of ( 1). Since I is an 
cl,* St(h’F, T-)c Y\T. 
It follows from (2) that 
(3) cl.~h’St(h’E, ‘V)c X\S. 
Now observe that for VE v we have 
Fc Y\S that is closed 
environment of T 
h’VnFf@+h’Vnh’h4F#(3@Vnh’F#(3%WcSt(h’F,”V^) 
+h’ VE h’St(h’F, Y-). 
Since Q = h’“V; it follows from (3) that cl,y St( F, 42) c X\S. This shows % 
environment of S in X. 
We next show 0 is an isomorphism % + ‘V. So consider any B E V. We must 
cly(U9B)e Y\T e cl,(U@‘~)cX\S. 
in y, 
is an 
show 
Well, if cl&k@) G Y\T then the subset h’cl,4UB) of X\S is closed in X, because 
of (2), and it obviously includes h’(UB). As 
h’(U.%)=U{h’B: BE!B}=U@‘B, 
it follows that clh’ U @- .&s x\S. 
Conversely, if ~1,~ UQi’93 c X\S, then the subset h’cl,JU@*%) of Y\T is 
closed in Y, because of (l), and it obviously includes h’(U@‘B). AS 
h’(U@‘!B) = h’h’(UB) =UB, 
it follows that clJU9) E Y\T. Cl 
3. Environments in regular spaces 
In this section we show that, in a regular space, an environment may be assumed 
to satisfy a stronger form of irreducibility. This will be useful in the next section 
where we complete the proof of the Isomorphism Lemma. 
Proof. Let OI/ be an environment for S in X. Then “11 is irreducible, so, for each 
U E 9!, there is a point .x( U)E V\uO/l\{ U}. Let x( U)E M( U)G N( U)G 
cl,%N( U)cr U, where M( U) is a closed neighborhood of x( U) and N(U) is open. 
Let K(U)= M(U)\&, rrlItl N( V), and let U’= U\lJv+ IliI(r) K(V). We claim 
that “l(l’= { U’: U E Ou) is as desired. 
It is easy to check that K(U)nK( V)=c3 whenever U# K As K(U)c U, and 
cilc is locally finite in X\S, it follows that (K( U): U E Ou} is a discrete collection of 
closed sets in X\S, whence each U’ is open. It also follows that ?# is a (locally 
finite) cover of X\S. 
Since { N( V): VE “Ir\{ U}} is locally finite, one sees that x( U)E int,&( U). Note 
that K( U) c lJ*ti’\{ U’}; thus U’\cl,&JW\{ U’), # 64. 
It remains to prove that ’ is an isomorphism from % to Gti’. We need only show 
that, for .QII c 91~ if SW U.4 is a neighborhood of S, then Su U,ti’ is too. 
Since O21 is an environment, there is a neighborhood 0 of S such that st( 0, 6@) c S u 
U.4. We claim that OE SuU.crl’. To see this, suppose v E O\S. Then ~7 E A for some 
A E d. If v E A’, we’re done, so suppose not. Then v E i ( U) for some U E 9& U # A. 
Now U c st( 0, %) c Su U.Cll. so by irreducibilit;, UEJ& Then t” E U’c_ U.rd’, and (I 
that completes the proof. Cl 
4. Proof of the remaining part of the Isomorphism Lemma 
We have a closed map f‘ from X onto Y. Moreover, T is a closed subset of Y 
and S is I’*“^ T. We know Y\ T is paracompact. Let iill be an environment of S in X. 
We must’construct an environment $li’ of T in Y such that 0u and ‘V are isomorphic. 
Because of Lemma 3.1 we may assume that 
(VC’E ?!q C”&. 
[ 
u d#0 l 
1 
(+I 
.*It. 1v : l ‘I 
Let 5 = {,t” 0,): ~9 E: Y}. Call a subset A of X ~n.~aturated if F c A whenever FE 9 
and F n A #H (i.e., A =.j’*‘(.f’ ‘A)). Recall that a map ,f’: X + Y is closed iff each 
.I’* { 19) has arbitrarily small s-saturated open neighborhoods. Thus: 
(k) The restriction of I’ to X\S is a closed map from X\S onto Y\T; and 
(B) S hasa b’t r I rarily small s-saturated neighborhoods. 
Step 1. We construct a function c* with domain 9 with . f’oc one-to-one such that 
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Let c be a maximal member of the poset of all choice functions p with dom( p) c % 
such that fop is one-to-one. We claim dom( c) = %. Indeed, if D is any closed 
discrete subset of u%, in particular if D=ran( p), then D is closed discrete in X\S, 
hence .f’D is closed discrete in Y\T, because of (A). Therefore {f”(y): y~f+D} 
is an indexed discrete collection in U% As fis nwd, it follows that f’(f’D) is a 
nowhere dense subset of X. Therefore the nonempty open subset u\&, j,,(U1 p 
of U meets X\f’(f’D) f 8 for every U E %. This shows that dam(c) = %. 
Step 2. We construct a locally finite s-saturated open cover “u’ of the subspace 
X\S such that 
(1) (VWE w)(3&9)[ WC, St(F. a)]; and 
(2) (VWE W)(3‘ ‘UE%)[C(U)E W]. 
(Here, as usual, St( F, %) denotes U{ UE %: U n F Z id}.) 
Because of (A) there is for each y E Y\ T an open V in Y\ T with y E V such that 
f* V&t[f’(_$ I)/). Hence . 
‘cr’={Vc Y\T: V is open and (3FE9)[f’VGt(E,@)]) 
covers Y\ T. Also, ran (foe) is closed discrete in Y\ T, because of (A) and the fact 
that ran(c) is closed discrete in U”u because c is a choice function for %. Since ,foc 
is one-to-one, it folio-ws that 
V’={Vc Y\T: V is open and (3. ‘U@ll)[foc(U)~ V]) 
also covers Y\T. But Y\T is paracompact. Hence Y\T has a locally finite open 
cover V” which refines both V’ and V’, Clearly ‘PC Vn V”, hence “34/’ = 
{f+ V: VE 7f”‘) is as required. 
Step 3. We construct an s-saturated indexed locally finite open cover W" = 
{U*: U E 4f.l) of X\S such that 
(3) (VU E %)[c( U)E u*]; 
(4) (VU, VE %)[ U = VC=PC( U)E V*]; and 
(5) (VUE %)[ u*z St( u, %f)]. 
Since W and % both cover X\S, we see from (2) that we can choose 4/: “#” 
such that 
(WWE W)[Wn+WWW; 
(WWW w)(wUE%)[C(U)E w*‘/w+= Ul* 
Next for U E % define U* = Ut,b+{ U)* Then lJ”21* = Udomf $) = U’rr~*= X\S+ Also, 
%* is s-saturated since it is W’katurated and since 74)” is
%* is locally finite since W is locally finite and since ql* = (U 
partition P of W. Final!y, (3), (4) and (5) are clear from the construction, 
We will now prove that d21* is an environment for S in X a 
obviously is one-to-one because of (3) and (4), is M iso 
following technical claim. 
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ClaimJf K and lb... WV any subsets of x\S with L 9.saturated such that St( K, %) c: L, 
then 
(a) (WUE #)[V*nKf@=N&St(L,9f)J. 
(b) (WE #)[VnK#B=NJ*cSt(L,41)]. 
We first show for each V E % that 
v” G St(St( v, S), %). ( ) * 
Because we already know that V* c St( V, 7cr), because of (5), it suffices to prove 
that St( V, w) c St(St( V, 9), sl). So consider any WE 3Y’ that meets V; we must 
show W (= St(St( V, 5), %). By (1) there is FE 9 such that W c St( F, %). For x E W 
there is VE% such that xc V and Vn F#fl; as Fn Uffl this shows XE 
St(St( V, Q), %), as required. 
Now consider any VE % such that V*n K #c3. Since U*dQ(St(L’, .fl, ‘J’/), by 
(*), there are V E % and FE 9 such that K n V ire (3 and V n F # (d. Therefore 
V G St( F, Ql) and F n St( K, %) 7e GJ. As St( K, 9) c L and L is s-saturated it follows 
that FG L, hence UrSt(F,%)rSt(L,%). 
Finally, consider any V E 411 that meets K. The Claim and the hypotheses tell us 
that 
U* c St(St( V9 9), %) and U G St( Ei, ‘u) and St(St( K, sl), 9) c L. 
From this we see that 
V* c St( St( V, 9), %) G St( St( St( K, 
as required. 
Fact. %* is an environment for S in X. 
First note that %’ is locally finite, and thal 
Let V be any neighborhood of S. We must 
sl), 9), “u)c stw, *I, 
tie U*, because of (3). 
find a neighborhood P of S such that 
St( P, !U) c= Vi Since % is an environment for S and since S has arbitrarily small 
9katurated neighborhoods, because $ is closed, we can find neighborhoods P, Q, 
and R of S with Q and R Ssaturatcd such that 
St(P,%)cQ and St’(Q* %)r R and St(R,%)c W. 
We show St( P, %*) c= W: consider any V E cilll such that iJ* n P # CJ; we must show 
V* c W. Applying (a) of the Claim with K = P and L = Q we see that V G St( Q9 %). 
Therefore V n St( r QZ) # ti. Applying (b) of the Claim with K = St( Q, %) and L = R 
we conclude that U* C, W, as required. 
Step 6. We prove * is an ismorphism % -) %*. 
As noted above, * is one-to-one, because of (3) and (4). 
Consider any % c %. We must prove 
S u U% is a neighborhood of S c;r, Su UU* is a neighborhood of S. 
(Of course, C* denotes {C*: C E %}.) 
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This is the part of the proof where the choice function c of Step 1 plays a vital role. 
Proof of necessity. Assume S u U%’ is a neighborhood of S. Since %* is an 
environment of S in X, if “Ir = { V E W V* c Uce), then S u IJv* is a neighborhood 
of S. We prove Su u%* is a neighborhood of S by proving tic %. Consider any 
VE 7r. Clearly c(V) E u% since c(V) E V*G UK As c(V)@ U for U E %\{ V}, it 
follows that VE %‘, as required. 
Proof of su&iency. Assume S u IJ%* is a neighborhood of S. Since % is an 
environmentofSinX,if”Ir={VE%: V* E U %*}, then S u UT is a neighborhood 
of S. We prove S u U%’ is a neighborhood of S by proving “Irr %. Consider any 
VE “v: Since c( V) E V and VC lJ%*, and since c( V) C U* for U E U\{ V}, by (4), 
VE %, as required. 
Finally, let “Ir= {.f’ U*: U E Q}. Since %* = {UP: P E 9) for some partition 9 
of W, and W = {f* C’: V E y”‘} for some locally finite cover v of Y\ T, it follows 
that “Ir is locally finite in Y\T. Now it is easy to check that r is an environment 
for T in Y which is isomorphic to a*, hence to %. 0 
5. Perfect equivalence and X-equivalence 
How does one prove the implication (d)+(a) of the Environment Theorem? We 
are given metrizable spaces X and Y, closed nowhere dense subsets S of X and T 
of Y, environments % of S and v of T, and an isomorphism a: % + V, and have 
to construct a space which admits perfect maps onto S and onto T. 
Where should this space come from. 3 Let us for a moment make a deliberate 
mistake: we ignore the fact that we know S and T need not be homeomorphic and 
try to construct a homeomorphism S + T anyway. Since we firmly believe any 
function S-, T is a subset of S x T, and that @ is a subset of % x W; we write up 
the most natural subset h of S x T that should be our homeomorphism: 
h={(s,t)~SxT:(W~~0)(3(U, V)~@)[d(s,U)<eandd(t,v)<e]). 
If h is a homeomorphism, then the restrictions 7rs 1 h and VT 1 h are homeomorphisms 
from the subspace h of S x T to S and T. Realizing that rs 1 h and 7~~ 1 h are not 
actually homeomorphisms, we hope for the next best thing: that they are perfect 
surjections. 
We will deal with 7rs 1 h and TT 1 h by looking at the set valued functions 
@:s-(@h)+(s) (SC!?) and ry: tH(~TM)+(tf (kT). 
These functions turn out to be upper-semicontinuous compact valued functions with 
the property that 
(Vs E S)(Vt E T)[s E +( t)e t E 4(s)]- 
In this section we establish the relation between such functions and common perfect 
preimages. (The reason one wants to work with 4 and JI, not with ws 111 and no- 1 h 
is that one knows Q and TT, but not h, and 4 and @ tell US what 11 is.) 
enste the colle 
en for uc Y we 
n in X for waxy open 
a* for a~ x7 if for every n I’ of @(a) there is 
u of a such that dQs) S I 
uiwalenr to Y if there are USC functions 
OBservrrtion 5.2. d) : X + 2Q Y) is use iff qb is use at every point of X. 
Equivaience L,emmna 5.3. For spaces X and ;Y the following are equivalent: 
(a] X and k” ate X-equivalent; 
(b) there is a subspace P of X x Y such that ?rx r P is a perfect surjection P + X 
and my f P is a perfect swjection P-i, Y: 
(c) X and Y have a common perjecct prekmage; and 
(d) X and Y are perfectly equivalent. 
Before we proceed to the proof we establish three simple results, the first two of 
which undoubtedly can be found somewhkre in the literature. 
Fact 5.4. Let f: X-+ Y be a surjection with compact jibers. Let C$ :X + x( Y) oqd 
4: Y+X(X) be defined by 
4(x) = { F(x)1 (x E X) md +ty) =.f ‘(y) (y E 0 
Then 
(a) f is continuous iff 4 is use; 
(b) f is closed i$# is USC; 
(4 (Vy E YNX E rcl(YWY E 4Wl* 
Proof. (b) Let bE Y. Then W is USC at be(Wnhd U of 4(b))(3nhd V of b)(VyE 
V)[@(~)E U]e(Vnhd U of +(b))(3nhd I!/ of b)[f’Ur V]. Cl 
Fact 5.5. Y is compact if there are a compact X and a USC function X + rC( Y) such 
that Uran(4) = Y 
The proof is similar to the proof that compactness i inversely preserved by closed 
functions with compact fibers. 
Abusing notation, define functions ~0 (B : X + :9( 2) and # 0 o : 2 + :9( X ) by 
p+(x) = UC p(.vk _VE ~IW)) and (IW-Y) = U(IW?,,: _w- CT(X)). 
Since p is USC, so is p r K for every K c Y. It follows from Fact 5.5 that ~04 is a 
function X + Z(Z). To prove pv#i is USC consider any open W in 2. Then 
Hence ~04’ W is open in X since 4 and o are USC. 
This shows po@ is an USC function X-+.X*(Z). By symmetry, ~/oa is an USC function 
Z-+,X*(X). To complete the proof, consider any A-E A’ and any ZE %. Then 
z~po(x) e (3y~ Y)[YE&x)and zip] 
Proof of Lemma 5.3. The implications (b) a( c) +( d) are trivial. 
(d)*(a). Since Zequivalence is transitive, by Fact 5.6, and since 3 -equivalence 
trivially is symmetric, it suffices to observe that Fact 5.4 implies that if X is a perfect 
continuous image of Y, then X and Y are Z&equivalent. 
(a)+(b). Let 4: X + rC( Y) and rl,: Y + LK(X) be USC functions such that 
(Wx E X)(Wv (5 Y)[y E 4(x)@x E @(VU 
I 
(*) 
We claim that 
P = {(x, Y)E x x Y: x E 4(y)} 
is as required. Since trivially 
P = {(x, Y)E x x Y: x E $(y)}, 
once we know 7~~ 1 P is a perfect surjection from P + X, then by symmetry we also 
know that 7ry r P is a perfect surjection P+ Y. 
Let f abbreviate r7Ts r P. Clearly *f’(x) = {x) x 4(x), for x E X. Hence .f‘ is a 
surjection of P onto X with compact fibers. To prove .f’ is closed, consider any open 
neighborhood of f’(x) in P; it will have the form W n H for some open W in 
X x Y. Since j’*(x) = {x} x 4(x), and since J,(x) is compact, there are open U in 
X and V in Y such that J”(x) c U x Vc W. Then U is a neighborhood of x in A’ 
such that ,I’” U G W n H. 
We have to prove lhat the following conditions are eq 
(a) S and T are perfectly equivalent; 
(b,) there are metrizable spaces X afad Y such t 
dense closed subsets in X and in Y respectively, sue 
h : X\S + Y\ T such that 
AG X\S)[A is closed in X\S i 
(c) there are metrizable spaces X and Y such that S and T embed as nowhere 
dense closed subsets in X and Y respectively, such that every environment for S 
in X is isomorphic to an environment for T in Y and vice versa; and 
(d) there are metrizable spaces X and Y such that S and T embed as nowhere 
dense closed subsets in X and in Y respectively, such that some environment for 
S and X is isomorphic to some environment for T in Y. 
Proof of (a)*(b). Let M be a metrizabie space which admits perfect maps onto S 
and onto T. Then 2 = M x (o + 1) is a metrizable space which has a nowhere dense 
dosed subset F which admits a perfect map ,f onto S and g onto T. 
By symmetry it suffices to find a metrizable space X in which S embeds as a 
nowhere dense closed subset such that there is a homeomorphism h : X\S+ Z\ F 
such that 
(itAr X\S)[A is closed in X\S iff P.-l is closed in Z\F]. (*) 
To this end we will find a met&able space X in which S embeds as a nowhere 
dense closed subset and a closed map 9 from Z onto X such that 9’S = F and 
such that 9 f (Z\ F) is a homeomorphism. Then h = 9 1 (Z\ F) satisfies (*) because 
9 is closed. 
Of course, for Z we take the adjunction space X u,.S, and for 9 we take the 
quotient map Z + X; note that X is metrizable since 4 is perfect. 
Proof of (b)*(c). This is the Lifting Lemma of Section 2. 
The implication (c)+(d) is trivial. 
of (@,(a). Because of the Equivalence Lemma 5.3, it suffices to show there 
are USC functions 4 : S + X( T) and I,!J : T + .?l( S) such that 
(Vs E S)(Vz E T)[s E $(t) a t E 4(s)]. (*) 
Let Q be an environment of S in X and let CV be an environment of T in Y, and 
let @ be an isomorphism ‘A!/ + ‘JC 
For x E X let .4, be a neighborhood base at x and for y E Y let go be a 
neighborhood base at ~7. Define 4 : S-, .9( Y) by 
~(s)={YE Y:(VAE.~~/,)(VBE:~,.)(~(U, V)E@) 
[AnU#(n and BnUffl]}. 
Similarly, define 4/t : T+ 
It is ele;at from the definitions of 4 and @ that (*) holds, and it also is clear thdt 
every @b(s) is close in Y and that every $(f) is closed in X. 
Claim 1. (b is a funcfion S --+ X( T) and # is a function T 3 X( S ). 
By symmetry it suffices to prove the first part. Consider any s E S. We must show 
4(s) is a nonempty compact subset of T and that 4 is USC at s. 
Sfep 1: We prooe c$( s) is nonempty. 
Since S is nowhere dense and since “21 covers X\S we can choose (U,,, V,,)E <p 
for n E w such that d(s, U,,) < 2 ‘I for n E o. Clearly Sncls IJ,,, w U,, z (6, hence 
TnCl\ u,,, w V,# # (? since @ is an isomorphism. Pick any t E T with t E Cl y U,,, w V,,. 
Then every neighborhood of t intersects V,, for infinitely many n E o since t e e for 
VE v, Clearly f E 4(s). 
Step 2: I/t’4 prove @( s ) c T. 
Consider any y E Y\T. Since V is locally finite, y has a neighborhood B such 
that ~=(VEE VnB#@} is finite. As sMxU for UE%, there is AEL& such 
that A n @-I( V) = v) for VE 3. Now consider any (U, V) E @ with A n U Z 8. Then 
VE 9, hence B n V = 8. This shows y E 4(s). 
Step 3: We sIZow e(s) is compact. 
Since 4(s) is closed, we prove 4(s) compact if we show that every function 
w + 4(s) clusters at some point of T. Given a function c: o + 4(s) we can choose 
(U,,, V,,) E @ such that d( s, U,,) < 2-” for n E o. Hence the following result shows c 
clusters at a point of T: 
Claim. If ((U,,, V,,): n E W) E “@ and c: 013 T are such that 
(1) lim,,,, d(s, U,,) = 0; and 
(2) lim,,-, d(c,,, K) = 0, 
then c clusters at some point of T, i.e., there is t E T such that inf,,< w d( t, c,,) = 0. 
Because of (2) we can choose p E n,,, w V,, such that lim,,+& d( p,,, c,,) = 0. Suppose 
c does not cluster at any point of T. Then c does in fact not cluster at any point of 
Y since T is closed in Y. Hence p does not cluster either. So ran ( p), which obviously 
is disjoint from T, is closed discrete in Y, hence is closed. Since “Y is an environment 
for T in Y, it follows that Tn cl ySt(ran( c), y) =v). Hence Tn cl,,n,,, w V,, 44. 
Since Qi is an isomorphism it follows that S n ~1,~ IJ,,, w U,, = fl. This contradicts (1). 
Step 4: We show 4 is USC at s. 
Consider any SES and any neighborhood II’ of T with g(s) E W. Suppose s has 
no neighborhood A in S such that G(s) E M’ for x.4. For EM choose a,,d 
with d(x, a,,) < 2-‘, but 4(a,,)s W, and c,, E 4(a,,)\ W and (U,,, V,,)E @ such that 
d(a,,, U,,) < 2--” and d(c,,, V,,) c 2-‘,. Then lim,,,,, d(s, ii,,) = 0, hence c clusters at 
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some point t of T, because of the Claim. Note that I ti 4(s) since ran(c) n W = (6. 
However, inf,,c W d(t, V’) =0, and since lim,,, d(s, Un) = 0, as just observed, we 
also have t E 4(s). Cl 
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